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1 Introduction 

A smooth and problem-free information exchange between carriers, service providers and customers is 

of vital importance when building and operating Wide Area Networks (WANs).  

ERAMON’s Carrier Management performs perfectly in this environment. All relevant data: addresses, cir-

cuit categories, order management, connection specifications, service contracts, contract periods and 

deadlines, etc., are easily managed. All parties involved: carriers, customers, suppliers; are working with 

the same data. Frequent phone calls due to insufficient deadline coordination or endless discussions 

over unclear bills would be a thing of the past.  

2 Areas of Operation 

Carrier Management covers, among others, the following areas of operation: 

 Ordering/cancellation/adjustment of circuits 

 Documentation of the circuits  

 Deadline control/status requests/date escalation 

 Provision of billing information (even special edition models such as DTAG TDN), and transfer to ERP 

systems, for example SAP* 

 Day-by-day recording of costs 

 Monitoring of SLAs and, where necessary, of any resulting contractual penalties  

 Geographical illustration of the network structure 

 Provision of statistical data for management reports and cost analyses 

 A wide range of analyses: bandwidths/costs over set time periods, regions, etc.  

 

 

*The provision of data to the interfaces might have to be adjusted/implemented on a customer-specific 

basis. 
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3 Circuit Categories 

ERAMON is easy to use and flexible in its application for the user, in its administration of the different cat-

egories of circuits and data for the most diverse suppliers. 

Among others, we support the following circuit categories and their combinations: 

 Categories of circuit technologies, such as:  

 Leased lines (ATM, Frame Relay, X.25, …) 

 Dial-up/Switched Circuits (e.g.  ISDN, VPN) 

 Trunk to carrier network 

 ATM PVC  

 Bandwidth differentiation: 

 Physical 

 Guaranteed 

 Effective 

 Burst 

 Grouping of circuit technologies for reports (e.g. “Bandwidth < 2 MBit”, …) 

With one product it is possible to pool very diverse circuit categories; which can then be recorded as 

one circuit. A bundle is a freely selectable group of products which enables the display of sales frame-

work contracts with a carrier, or tracking of purchase contracts with internal/external customers. 

Hierarchy: 

 

 

Due to ERAMON’s integrated database, the circuit can immediately be identified in other modules 

where it can then be used. 
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Overview of all circuits in a particular location: 

 

 

The circuit data are available in the master data as well as in the separate ERAMON Performance Man-

agement module. 

 

 

4 Database Contents 

Comprehensive data sets and linking these in a well thought-out way is the key to greater efficiency and 

transparency within the network and can thus lead to a considerable improvement in cost efficiency. For 

this reason, ERAMON stores large amounts of data.  

These include:  

 Network data for data circuits (incl. TDN) 

 Connections (such as VPN, RAS) and devices and their links to locations, contact names, carriers, 

etc. 

 General data for the geographical display of the networks 

 Lists of, for example, ZIP codes, administrative districts, municipal areas 

 Master data of companies/institutes, locations, people 

 Custom fields for customer-specific data from various sectors 

 Bandwidths (physical, guaranteed, effective, burst) IN and OUT respectively 

 Sales and purchase prices 

 Contractual information regarding terms of contracts, discounts, etc. 
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It is also possible to carry out calculations based on the available data, such as the next available termi-

nation deadline, or when the initial contract term expires, etc. 

5 Communication with Carriers 

The communication between different carriers can also be illustrated with the help of ERAMON’s Carrier 

Management. All processes, such as invitations for offers, circuit orders, as well as change requests can 

be transmitted to a carrier in a specified format (pdf, text or XML) and can then be tracked. 

The exchange of the data with the carrier might need to be adjusted/implemented on a customer-spe-

cific basis. 
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6 SLAs  

It goes without saying that all SLAs agreed with carriers can also be managed through ERAMON. These 

would include SLA parameters such as: 

 MRT (Maximum Repair Time) 

 Availability (incl. availability within business hours) 

 Service contracts 
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7 Cost Management 

In order to be informed about costs of IT infrastructures within the WAN sector as well, it is necessary to 

collate and display the relevant data. This is supported comprehensively by ERAMON: 

 Cost management of all data circuits, connections, devices, etc., incl. one-off fees and running 

costs 

 Flexibility in the management of cost categories depending on the product 

 Differentiation between purchase prices (carrier) and sales prices (customers) 

 Differentiation between carrier and customer contracts 

 Daily pro rata recording of prices 

 Cost analyses for  

 Costing and network planning 

 Statistics 

 Control of value settings and levels of service provided by carriers (audits), and its related re-

porting 

8 Reporting  

Comprehensive report features, incorporating customer-specific fields/data, and their graphical display 

are available. A multitude of reports are included as standard within ERAMON, or can be customized to 

suit individual needs, such as:  

 Circuits by status 

 Costs and their distribution (by region, carrier, time interval, cost center, etc.) 

 Performance 

 Availability of and compliance with SLAs  

 Bandwidths and their trends (over time periods/regions/carriers/circuit technologies…) 

 Accounting control, for example with EDIFACT 

A wide range of links can be created using ERAMON (e.g. costs and bandwidths), to present the user with 

a completely new view of the data. 
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